2019-2020 NOMINATION FORM FOR THE POSITION OF
FELLOW OF THE MILITARY OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIETY

Being elected a Fellow of the Society is the highest honor bestowed by the Society. Selection is intended to honor and recognize significant volunteer contributions to the Society. As such, Fellows are elected for life.

Name of Nominee: __________________________________________________________

Current Position of Nominee: ______________________________________________

Nominator Name and Position: ________________________________________________

Date first joined MORS: _____________________________________________________

Date of Nomination: _________________________________________________________

Nominees will NOT be eligible if he/she has been a Sponsor, Sponsor’s Rep, or voting BoD Member for the past 18 months. (Waiver to the 18 month cool off period can be granted by the EC if the Nominee has served as Sponsor, Sponsor’s Rep, and/or voting BoD Member for more than 10 (ten) consecutive years.)

The MORS Organizational Manual (MOM) directs that nominees for Fellows of the Society must have demonstrated long standing, significant, and dedicated volunteer service to the Society. Expertise in military operations research or short-term contribution to the Society and its activities is not sufficient.

To support this nomination, explain the nominee’s significant contributions in the areas listed below. Please use a separate sheet of paper, if necessary.

a. MORS Leadership (i.e. Elective offices (which ones and when), notable leadership contributions to the Society, Chair for MORS committees, symposia, mini-symposia, workshops or special meetings, etc.).

b. MORS Programs (i.e., work with Symposia or special meetings, PHALANX or MOR Journal, or MORS meeting proceedings editor, Working or Composite Group chair or advisor, coordinator of special or general sessions, composite or working groups, or tutorials, etc.).

c. MORS Administration (i.e., Strengthening or adding to Sponsors, service as a sponsor representative, improving MORS office functions, assisting with meeting site coordination, etc.).

d. MORS Participation and other contributions (i.e., Symposium or special meeting keynote speaker, panel leader or speaker, Wanner, Thomas, Walker, Journal Award, Rist or Barchi Prize recipient, promotion of MORS to non-member analysts, active promoter and encourager of promising analysts to expand their participation in MORS, its activities and board candidacy, etc.).

e. Information not addressed above which the Board of Directors should consider in voting on this nominee.

Submit form to:
Mr. James “Jed” Richards, MORS Membership Committee Chair
James.E.Richards@erdc.dren.mil
(978) 877-8839